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SIXTY-EIGHTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
TRUSTEES 2009-2010
ourselves among the nine-tenths of societies which have
yet to affiliate.

THE CITY IN CONTEXT
The pattern of decision-making changed
markedly with the advent of unitary government in April
2009, as was outlined in last year’s Annual Report. As far
as the City is concerned, the new planning area, of which
it is part, has so far proved as unsatisfactory as predicted.
Alternative meetings of the area planning committee are
held in Easington; the committee at every meeting has
only one-third of its members from Durham City. The
latter fact may contribute to some frustrating decisions,
two of which were discussed in recent Bulletins. “That’s
politics,” was the reply to your Secretary by the chairman
of the County’s Built and Historic Environment Forum at
one of its recent meetings. Quite so, but that does not
make it any less frustrating.

A YEAR OF MAJOR CHALLENGES
The last twelve months has been marked by a
succession of major schemes, none more significant than
the proposal of Durham City Vision to redesign the
historic Market Place. Changes in both floor surface and
level, new granite seats around the periphery and, most
controversially, both statues, also banished to the periphery, were the main features of an application which
assumed the applicants were starting with a blank sheet.
Heritage and history were no match for the claims of
“regeneration” and its carrot of £5.25M. from ONE North
East, which together were the justification to clear the
Market Place of so-called clutter in order to create an
events space.

The loss of its own planning status, which
formerly made the City a player within the County context, has begun to give rise to wider concern for Trustees
in the form of the new Co Durham Local Development
Framework. This was launched in October, with its Core
Strategy Issues Paper consultation document. A recurring
theme was maximising the potential of Durham City in
future economic development of the County. It represents
a much less balanced overall approach compared to that
agreed and presented in the last two County Structure
Plans. Regeneration may well be the current buzz-word,
but market-led regeneration, with the focus on our City,
would be disastrous in the long term for our City – for the
centre itself, as well as its setting in which the modest
Green Belt should remain inviolate. (Other parts of the
County.would suffer accordingly.) One hopes that Bill
Bryson never has to qualify his description of Durham as
“a perfect little city.”

Although the outcome is known, it is not only
future generations who will wonder how an unelected
quango could recruit outside consultants, who in four
months could prepare a scheme which was opposed

In a different context, the civic trust movement
has just been reborn as ‘Civic Voice’ after a year of intensive activity by Tony Burton, seconded from the National
Trust, and Ian Harvey. The absence of contracts, the withdrawal of which caused the demise of the Civic Trust,
means that the new organisation must rely entirely on
subscriptions from affiliated societies. For the Trust, the
affiliation fee next year would take almost one-third of our
subscription income, five times the figure hitherto. Ideally,
it is desirable that civic amenity societies have a voice at
national level, but at the moment it is questionable how
effective a skeletal staff could be. - Or what support it
could provide. Certainly, this Trust never received any
direct support from the old Civic Trust. Trustees therefore decided to see how the first year unfolds before
committing this society. Negative though such action is,
with one month to go before our AGM, we find

The decapitated Lord Londonderry equestrian statue caged ready
for the journey to London for refurbishment
Photo: Durham Times
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The highly controversial Elvet Waterside
scheme of Banks was withdrawn in February of this year.
The economic downturn was cited as the reason, but
queries over impact on the World Heritage Site views and
inability to convince English Heritage remained major
stumbling blocks. The scheme in some form is bound to
return, if only because of the dereliction of the Baths and
planned relocation of Old Elvet premises by the
University. The contribution of the Environment Agency
to a future application will be interesting, given that no
sooner had the Agency reversed its objection to Banks’
scheme than another one-in-a-hundred flood struck last
July.

unanimously and in unprecedented numbers - by a host of
professionally-qualified experts, civic leaders and the
general public – and yet gain planning approval. (The
lecture following the AGM will attempt some answers.)
The Trust brought all its not inconsiderable
expertise to bear on the unrealistic elements of the
scheme, but to no avail. Apart from a dozen pages of
considered argument from Trustees, our petition, with
more than 6000 signatures, captured the – often heated –
feeling of the general public. Your Secretary and Trust
member Malcom Reed argued the case at the fateful
County Hall meeting in November. – And argued the
case solely on the basis of Local Plan polices and central
government planning policies, which, according to the
Secretary of State, should determine the outcome. (The
Planning Officer made no response to our charges.
Among the County Councillors who then voted to
approve the scheme, only two had offered comment in
favour – and one of these based his argument on a nonmaterial planning matter. There was, therefore, nothing
approaching a debate.)

Durham Green Business Park, located immediately west of the motorway services at Bowburn, merits
designation as a major project, although it will be many
years before it is fully realised. Detailed permission was
granted for the layout of the first part during the year. A
link to an adjacent rail freight terminal is still spoken of as
a long-term possibility. (Exactly how long will depend on
the Regional Economic Strategy.)
Another major project which fortuitously proved
to be a shooting star was for a Viking Theme Park on up
to 500 acres at Houghall. A historical re- enactment
centre, with visitors staying in log cabins by night and
enjoying role play by day was envisaged. Less publicised
features included not only a fort, amphitheatre, farm and
interpretation centre, but also a garden centre, microbrewery, a health care village and a development of executive housing. Somehow, the proposers and Houghall
College convinced themselves that such development was
appropriate for Durham’s Green Belt, here also classed as
an Area of High Landscape Value and incorporating a
Site of Conservation Importance. Fortunately, the County
Council was not so convinced.

When the Secretary of State subsequently refused Trustees’ request for a local public inquiry, and
granted listed building consent for relocating the two statues. (His decision letter stated that all matters had already
been fully considered and that it was not his role to review
the Council’s consultation process.) Trustees therefore
took the unprecedented step of obtaining legal advice on
seeking a statutory review of the decision in the High
Court. Unfortunately, an expert barrister put the Trust’s
chances of success as no greater than 50%, and that, even
were we ‘successful’, the result would not reverse the
decision, merely quash it and return it to the Secretary of
State to re-determine. (And, the most likely outcome
would be that the same decision would be repeated.)
An unsuccessful challenge would have
exhausted the
Trust’s reserves twice over.

A final major project, which will not go away,
concerns the former Ice Rink Site. After a consultation
exercise in which there was a clear preference for community use, and after an application for 99 residences was
defeated at a public inquiry, the authorities called a meeting of stakeholders to elicit ideas for a Design Brief for
the Site. Less than three years ago the 72-page Design
Brief was quite unequivocal: any development was to be
of mixed use.

The Gateway Project of the University – not to
be confused with the newly-renamed ‘Durham Gateway’
alongside the A167 at Spennymoor – gained planning
approval in December. Trustees had no quibble with the
motive, proposed content or site, but were extremely
disappointed in the proposed architecture. A prominent
public exposure along the length of Stockton Road
deserved more contextually sympathetic treatment. This
view was shared by our two distinguished architectural
patrons and by English Heritage. The latter described it
as “overbearing”, “unduly conspicuous and intrusive….an
opportunity lost.”

In August ONE North East announced it had
bought the Ice Rink site and that it would be developed as
offices for 1600 employees. One might question the need
for offices, or the traffic implications for such a large
development given the limited access, or even the housing
implications for a workforce of this size. One might
indeed question, but ONE North East is currently unstoppable. The amount of money it is directing towards the
City may be likened to putting Durham’s growth on steroids. Such growth may bring benefits to the region, but it
is questionable whether it is in the best interests of the
City.

Two major schemes put forward by Banks were
withdrawn during the year. At Mount Oswald the
Company’s previous application had been refused and its
appeal subsequently withdrawn. Its second application,
which again paid scant attention to statutory planning
policies, was withdrawn in July.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PLUSES
Outstanding in this category was the four-day
Lumiere festival in November. The highlight without
doubt was the sound and light display on the north elevation of the cathedral . Produced by Artichoke of London,
it was a performance worthy of its World Heritage setting.
Colourful by day were the hundreds of floral displays
which, again, earned the City a national award, this time
silver in the large town/small city category. The Trust’s
own award this year in the Durham in Bloom Competition, given for “long-term contribution to local or civic
amenity,” was won this year by Belmont parish. Less
colourful, but no less welcome, was the next stage in the
Woodland Trust’s acquisition of Low Burnhall when in
March the first quarter of its 168 acres were planted with
saplings in what that body called “the largest new native
forest in England.”

Station Master, Phil Crow, receives the architectural award
plaque from Trust chairman, Dr John Charters
(Photo: R.Cornwell)

Abbey Caravan Park represents a much-needed step in
this environmentally sensitive area. The Trust took a
leading role in this achievement. The Trust was also a
leading player in an Inquiry concerning the Covered
Market, as a result of which approval was achieved for
the extension of its mezzanine floor across the lower
end of the Hall. It will add to the attraction, both
functionally and in terms of design, of a universally
valued feature of our City.

Within the built form, pride of place goes to the
winner of the Trust’s annual Architectural Award, the
renovated Durham Railway Station. Renovation has
been proceeding for more than a decade, with restoration
of stonework, strongly glazed structures replacing prefabricated add-ons, re-orientation of the ticket centre and
lounges to make this part of rail travel a more acceptable
experience. In fact, the station is again a fitting
scene-setter or finale for our “perfect little city.”

ENVIRONMENTAL MINUSES

The most notable new addition to the City’s architecture was the Durham Johnston School. The architects, Ryder HKS, set out to produce “a building of civic
proportions with the quality and rigour akin to a
Collegiate environment.” The aim has been fully realised
in a contemporary structure, with massing arranged in
block form, in which glazing and coloured laminate
panels predominate on its public elevations.

The year has brought further features which
detract from enjoyment of the City. This spring brought
the strongest blooming of student ‘To Let’ signs since
2007, when the District Authority informed Trustees
that a policy of restraint would be pursued. (The new
County Planning Officer has mentioned taking stronger action in the autumn.)
In South Street the delicate yellow lining, with parking
bays indicated by red granite setts, no longer satisfied
the County Highway Authority. Tarmac was laid, with
wide yellow lining – messily so in places – spread on
top. When an objection was lodged to such grossly
insensitive treatment of this famous street, the unrepentant reply came from the Council seeking refuge in the
Traffic Act of 2004.

The removal, repair and refixing of the Trust’s
Teapot, once above a tea shop but now above East in
Saddler Street was hardly dramatic, but good stewardship
of an element which adds interest to the urban scene.
More
dramatic was the removal of the Equestrian
Statue from the Market Place in October for restoration
in London. Trustees welcomed the conservation, but
strongly queried the need to sever Lord Londonderry’s
head in order to fit the ‘cage’ sent in which to transport
him. (An answer is still awaited from the Institute of
Conservation.) In North Road the former Robbins Cinema, which for five years operated as a ‘Walkabout’
premises, recently re-opened as a Music Centre. As a
venue for live music, with alcohol-free nights for younger
teenagers, it provides the area and whole City with a
welcome additional community facility.

Eastwards, Broomside Lane looks increasingly misnamed as car showrooms remove as much as
possible of the roadside greenery. One has recently
appealed against refusal for a dozen flagpoles (it already
possesses the usual plethora of signs).
Finally, in the centre, the three-storey frontage
of the new Tesco store can hardly be classified as a
‘minus’, given that it is little different from the previous
FW Woolworth Apart from being an opportunity lost –
Durham City Vision has a policy for upgrading the

The recent regularisation of occupation, with
certificates of lawfulness for static homes, at Finchale
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frontage of city-centre premises – it was amusing to read
the Planning Officer’s Report which recommended
approval of the application. The new frontage, he wrote,
would “appear as three separate shop fronts.” Have a
close look when next in the Market Place to see whether
you can distinguish them.
EVENTS
Our autumn meeting was addressed by Janie
Bickersteth, a talented painter and the inspiration
behind ‘Climate Durham.’ The latter was the basis for her
lecture, ‘Community Action on Climate Change.’ The
spring lecture was given by historian Michael
Richardson, whose pictures of bygone Durham fascinated members. His collection of old photographs and
illustrations has reached some astronomical figure, only
part of which can be attributed to his acquisition of some
of the 2000 images from the recent ‘Higgins’ Sale’.
Seif El-Rashidi, the Co-ordinator of our World
Heritage Site, gave the lecture -after the AGM. His
energy, enthusism and warmth were evident to all.
In September some Trust members again kindly
acted as stewards during the Heritage Open Days
scheme. Once again, we are indebted to Mrs June Wright
for co-ordinating our contribution.
Finally, it is encouraging to note that Alington
House, community centre and venue for the monthly
meeting of Trustees, continued to confound past predictions by generating a financial surplus on the year’s
operations.
PERSONALIA
At the last AGM three new Trustees were
elected: Colin Jubb (architect), who had been co-opted
earlier in the year, Barry Thomas (economist) and Tim
Clark (prime instigator of the Save our Valley campaign
which, along with the Trust, fought against the threatened
Northern Relief Road).
AGM
Members will remember that at last year’s AGM
a motion was passed concerning the Trust’s area of
operation now we have a unitary authority. It was agreed
that a decision should await the outcome of the Boundary
Commission, not least with regard to any proposal for a
town- or parish council for the central area. Since the
Commission has not yet reported, another ‘holding’
motion will be put to members at this year’s meeting.
Following this year’s AGM your Secretary will
give a lecture on “The Unmaking of Durham’s Historic
Market Place” in which the roles of the major proposers
and supporters of the ‘unmaking’ will be analysed.
D.C.D.P.
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The sixty-eighth Annual General Meeting of the City of Durham Trust will be held in
Room 141, Elvet Riverside 1, New Elvet at 7.15 pm on Wednesday 12 May 2010
Members and friends are cordially invited to attend.
AGENDA
1. Apologies for absence.
2. Minutes of the 67th Annual General Meeting (Wednesday 13 May 2009).
3. Matters arising from the Minutes.
4. Report of the Trustees and the Presentation of Audited Accounts of the Trust for the year ended
31 December 2009.
5. Motion: This AGM agrees to leave unchanged the Trust’s area of operation for a further
period, and to review it again when the Boundary Commission has reported.
6. Appointment of the honorary officers of the Trust.
7. Appointment of Trustees.
The following Trustees retire by rotation. All are eligible for re-election.
Mr P J F Beard, Dr J W Charters, Dr A I Doyle, Mr D M H Glen & Mr N J Ruffle
Names of other possible new Trustees, together with proposer and seconder, and up to
100 words of recommendation, should reach the Secretary before the meeting.
8. Chairman’s remarks.
9. Any other business which may be brought forward by members.
It would be helpful if notice of this could be given to the Secretary.

LECTURE
At 8 pm, after the AGM
Douglas Pocock
will give a lecture on
THE UNMAKING OF DURHAM’S
HISTORIC MARKET PLACE
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